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Career Summary

Current 
• ODIN360 Consultant
• Managing Director – Decisive Consulting 

Previous Roles

• Director, Tourism Investment, Commonwealth 
Dept of Tourism

• Tourism and Aviation Economist, Tourism Australia 
• General Manager, Policy and Research, Tourism & 

Transport Forum Australia with regional tourism 
investment development focus

Qualifications

• Master of Economics (Australian National 
University, 1985)

• Master of Business Administration (Australian 
Graduate School of Management, University of 
NSW, 1999)

• Economic Honours Degree (University of 
Newcastle, 1981)

• PATA Executive Development Training Program 
(University of Hawaii, 1996)

Karl Flowers is a nationally recognised expert in the visitor economy, tourism
market analysis, forecasting and economic analysis. He is considered the no 1
expert in Australia in this field.

Karl has over 30 years experience in tourism market analysis, Government
policy, visitation forecasting and economic impact assessment associated with
tourism planning, master planning, business cases and project development.

He brings extensive experience in market analysis and evaluation of tourism
products as a former senior executive in both the Australian Government Dept.
of Tourism and Tourism Australia.

Karl Flowers  
Economist specialising 
in Tourism and the 
Visitor Economy
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He is a regular advisor to Federal, State and Local Governments, regional tourism boards, industry
associations and the private sector. In the past 18 months, he has produced over 30 report for
Governments, Councils, regional tourism boards, industry associations across Australia on the impact
of covid on tourism and the visitor economy - both past and future. His forecasting work has proved to
be very reliable. As we come out of the covid phase this becomes even more critical.

Through this research Karl has identified that the caravan and camping industry as one of the principal
sectors within the tourism industry that has the highest positive outlook across the entire tourism
spectrum.

Based on his knowledge and work to date, Karl will undertake a detailed analysis of the customer
segments and source markets that represent the core of the caravan and camping industry in regional
Victoria and how the covid environment may impact those segments. Living in Victoria and being an
advisor across Regional Victoria, he is in regular liaison with councils and tourism bodies to ensure
that his advice doesn’t just reflect the insights from the Tourism Research Australia data and Census
but also the current and new trends that have yet to be reflected in their direct data. This has been
paramount through covid with the constantly changing environment.



1. Regional economic benefits are greater than benefits to caravan park operators or 
Council
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Regional economic benefits are much greater than the direct incremental revenue to the caravan park operators of $3,170,000 assumed in 2027.
This is the additional incremental revenue that could be generated by the implementation of the masterplan, and for this analysis the assumption is the
implementation would be largely complete by 2027.

A key challenge with visitor accommodation is that they tend, as in this case, to have much better economic returns for the local area than financial returns
for the owner/ operator. In economist language, there is a market failure in the development of visitor accommodation. Typically, economic benefits
spread to other businesses, beyond the operator of the caravan park, who freely leverage the accommodation investment by providing other services
required by visitors brought to the region by the accommodation.

Beyond the revenues of the project, there are further both direct and indirect economic benefits to Indigo Shire.

Direct benefits derive from the incremental staff costs and local purchases from the upgraded caravan parks and the construction spending. Construction
costs associated with the proposed investments bring a direct but short-term boost to the Shire’s regional economy.
The ongoing benefits from a larger Shire visitor economy are the major source of Shire economic benefit assessed over the medium term as these are
ongoing. Indirect economic benefits include other visitor spending within the Shire beyond the project. For this project, the indirect economic benefits are
expected to be mainly to other businesses providing food/beverage/fuel, tourism retail and visitor attractions.



2. Construction benefits to the Indigo economy
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For the purposes of this analysis, we assume that of total construction
costs of $18 million, $6 million goes to local Shire workers or suppliers or
one-third of the total cost. This reflects that much of the construction
work is for site works, landscaping and infrastructure upgrading but that
cabins are expected to be delivered in kit form for assembly.

In 2019/20 across Australia around $200Bn in construction work was done
with 1.1 million workers, so each job in the sector nationally was
supported annually by just over $180,000 in spending.

The estimate of $6 million in local construction spending, therefore,
suggests around 33 jobs are created for a year within the Shire.

33



3. Incremental regional economic benefits from increased caravan park staffing and non-
staff operating costs of the parks spent in the Shire
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Ongoing incremental and additional annual staffing
costs for the caravan parks are assumed at $780,000
per annum from 2027. This is for an estimated 24
incremental jobs in the caravan parks, of which a
share will be part-time and the average wage is
$35,000 per annum.

Total direct and indirect incremental and additional
non-staff expenses for the four caravan parks is
assumed to sum to $1.27 million per annum in 2027.
It is assumed that of this spending $510,000 per
annum or 40% is spent on Indigo Shire goods and
services. This spending is expected to generate 3
additional jobs in the Shire.

27



4. Key background to estimating within Indigo expenditure from incremental visitors to 
the caravan parks
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Tourism Research Australia publishes visitor spending estimates for most local government areas in Australia. These provide a starting point for making
assumptions on visitor spending by incremental caravan park visitors within the Indigo Shire due to the proposal. Key TRA data on visitor spending for the
Indigo Shire pre-COVID (average 2016-19 data) were estimated for adults 15 years and over of:

• Total visitor spend of $123 million, of which 76% was by the dominant source of Shire economic benefit of overnight domestic visitors, 23% by
domestic day-trippers and only 2% by international overnight visitors

• 124 employing visitor economy focused businesses in the Shire
• Average Shire domestic overnight visit spending of $160 per night (though caravan park visitors would be expected to have a lower per night spend)
• Average Shire day trip spending of $83 per trip
• Average Shire international overnight visit spending of $60 per night (recognising long stay backpackers/students)

Of total visitor spend (including day trip spend) in the Victorian High Country only 9% was for accommodation services in 2018-19. Nationally, 26% of
domestic overnight visitor spend was for accommodation implying the Victorian High Country had a well below national average share of visitor spend on
accommodation.

In the regional tourism satellite account for the Victorian High Country region which includes Indigo Shire in 2018-19, there was $1.9 billion of visitor
spending that directly supported 10,200 jobs. This implies that each annual direct job in the visitor economy in this region was supported by $185,000 in
annual visitor spending. In the 2016 ABS Census the Indigo Shire had a total of just under 7,200 jobs.



5. Estimates of incremental direct visitor spend, related increase in direct visitor economy 
jobs and gross Shire product from caravan park projects
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The Caravan Park Association of Australia has a regional economic modelling calculator on
their website that was developed in 2012. This site suggests that for every incremental
dollar spent in the caravan parks a further approximately $1.50 was spent elsewhere in the
Indigo Shire. However, since 2010 caravan parks have gone considerably up-market. This is
also the goal of this project for the four Indigo caravan parks while visitors to caravan parks
have noticeably shifted from cooking in the park to much greater use of outside food and
beverage.

For this study it is therefore assumed that for each $1 of incremental revenue to the four
caravan parks there is expected to be $2 of incremental visitor spending outside the caravan
parks. However, it is recognised that this ratio might be higher for visitors to Rutherglen and
Beechworth parks reflecting more local opportunities for visitor spending.

This implies that the additional $3.17 m in annual revenue across the four caravan parks in
2027 will produce a further $6.34 million in annual visitor spending in the Indigo Shire.

This implies 34 incremental jobs elsewhere in the Indigo Shire outside the caravan parks due
to the incremental visitors staying in the caravan parks in 2027 (using the $185,000 of visitor
spending per direct job from the regional tourism satellite account for Victoria’s High
Country).

34



6. Summary of incremental Indigo Shire economic benefits of upgrading the four caravan 
parks 
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Shire Economic Benefit Source
Number of 

jobs 
Ongoing jobs 

expected

Indigo Shire share of proposed capital spending of $18 million from 2024 
to 2027 

33 
one-year jobs

N/A

Caravan Park incremental staffing from 2027 24 
jobs

24
jobs

Indigo Shire benefits from incremental non-staff costs of the caravan 
parks from 2027 

3 
jobs

3
jobs

Indigo Shire benefits from incremental visitor spending outside the parks 
by increased parks visitation from 2027

34
jobs

34
jobs

TOTAL ONGOING INCREMENTAL JOBS IN INDIGO SHIRE FROM 2027 FROM 
THE PROPOSED UPGRADING OF THE PARKS

61 JOBS

Note: To allow comparisons with employment in other industries and total employment in the Indigo Shire, this table only features the
direct or first round impact on employment, without considering any indirect or multiplier impacts (as per Victorian Treasury & Finance
guidelines).



6. Investment & Benefit Summary 2034*
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YEAR
Total 
new 

investment

Total 
Council 

new 
investment

Rental 
revenue to 
Council p/a
(After maintenance)

Additional 
Indigo Jobs 

p/a

Additional 
Indigo

Economy 
p/a

Total 
Private new 
investment

Total Parks 
Revenue 

p/a

2023 - - $70K - - - $2.4M

2034 $18M $6M $828K 61 $11M $12M $5.5M

* The Investment & Benefit Summary is based on detailed Cash Flow modelling/Economic Forecasting and a detailed Economic Benefit Assessment prepared in May/June 2022.
Rising interest rates, construction and energy costs will impact overall costs. Updated cash flow and economic forecasting would be conducted prior to any proposed investment. 


